THE REVEALING STORY OF HOW CUSTOMER, EMPLOYEE AND PARTNER ADVOCACY
HELPED OUR COMPANY ACHIEVE AN AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF 650%

BEFORE WE BARE ALL...

WE’D LIKE YOU
TO GET TO KNOW US
A LITTLE BETTER
FIRST

WE ARE INFLUITIVE, A TEAM OF ADVOCATE
MARKETING EXPERTS

that has helped hundreds of

companies grow and profit by leveraging the
collective force of their most vocal evangelists.
We’ve done this in many ways, including sharing
best practices and stories about how marketers
have experienced success using our powerful
advocate marketing software, AdvocateHub.
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B U T WAI T

WE’RE CHANGING INTO
400+
OUR BIRTHDAY SUIT AND REFERRALS
PRODUCT
REVIEWS
FULLY DISCLOSING HOW
WE FUEL OUR BUSINESS
25%
42%

100+

OF REVENUE

FROM REFERALLS

SHORTER

SALES CYCLE

WHAT ARE WE EXPOSING EXACTLY?
Back in 2012, when we first launched AdvocateHub, we simultaneously
launched our own branded advocate marketing program called Influitive
VIP.
We believe that the success of advocate marketing begins with aligning
the whole organization with advocacy. So, to maximize the success of
our advocate marketing program, we’ve made sure that everyone, from
our CEO to our data scientist, lives and breathes advocacy.
And now it’s time to tell our own story.
In this case study, we’re revealing all to let you know what has worked –
and, more importantly, what hasn’t – in our own program over the last 2
years. We’re changing into our ‘birthday suit’ and fully disclosing how
we fuel our business with the enthusiasm of our biggest fans: our
customers, partners and employees.
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HOW DOES ADVOCACY FLOW
THROUGH INFLUITIVE?
We’ve modeled our advocate marketing activities around the
best practices included in our Advocate Marketing Playbook:

ONE PERSON DEDICATED TO MANAGING THE PROGRAM – that’s
Truman Tang, our Senior Marketing Manager, Customer and

“I'm the marketer behind the
day-to-day activities of Influitive's
advocate marketing program, but it's
bigger than me. Creating and
leveraging advocacy is a team effort
that spans every department.”
–TRUMAN TANG

Advocacy. Truman builds strong relationships with our
customers to ensure advocacy touches every part of the
organization, addressing unique objectives within departments

EXECUTIVE SPONSORSHIP – including our Founder and CEO Mark
Organ, VP of Marketing Jim Williams, and the rest of our
leadership team

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE INS AND OUTS OF OUR PROGRAM?
Download The Advocate Marketing Playbook: A step-by-step guide
to developing an advocate marketing program from scratch.

“We believe that an advocate-centric
world, in which companies provide better
value and overall experiences to their
customers, is a better world. Becoming
advocate-centric starts at the top – not
only with me, but with the entire Influitive
leadership team.”

–MARK ORGAN
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HOW DOES ADVOCACY FLOW
THROUGH INFLUITIVE?

A TEAM OF PASSIONATE, SUPPORTIVE PROFESSIONALS
throughout the rest of the company

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT : Feedback on product features,

BENEFITS FOR EACH DEPARTMENT:

allowing us to improve our software and better address

Fraser Stark

the needs of our customers.

SALES AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: Quality references and
Chad Horenfeldt

HUMAN RESOURCES
OPERATIONS

Zaki Mahomed

Ryan Brunner

prospects (social selling), as well as mobilizing and
strengthening relationships with our partners.

Truman Tang

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
AND SUPPORT
Jim Williams

PRODUCT &
DEVELOPMENT
ADVOCATE
MARKETING MANAGER

requests for advocates to proactively reach out to

MARKETING: Spreading social buzz, generating referrals,
developing marketing assets, sourcing speakers and
much more.

Chris Newton

Emmanuelle Skala

CUSTOMER SUCCESS : Onboarding, coaching, NPS scoring
and mentoring our customers.

MARKETING

SALES &

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

TALENT OPERATIONS : Recruiting top talent and recognizing
Influitive team members who make our company great.
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THE SKINNY ON OUR ADVOCATE
MARKETING PROGRAM

ENGAGED ADVOCATES

From day one, we've focused on turning our customers into
advocates and giving them opportunities to help fuel our rapid
growth through participation in our advocate marketing program.
Since our launch, over 2,000 people have joined VIP and there are
more than 200 highly active and engaged advocates in the program
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How do we define engagement? Easy: more advocates doing more

50

activities that directly contribute to our revenue and business
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growth, such as referrals and references.
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BUT HOW DID WE DO IT?
FIRST WE IDENTIFIED KEY DRIVERS FOR OUR BUSINESS:
REFERRALS
REFERENCES

AND WE’RE JUST
GETTING STARTED

REVIEWS
CONTENT CREATION & DISTRIBUTION
SOCIAL SHARING & COMMENTING
PRODUCT FEEDBACK
EVENTS

We created fun, engaging 'challenges' for our advocates that
gave them opportunities to buff up our business.
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HOW DID WE MEASURE UP?
ACTS OF ADVOCACY
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THE GROWT H O F O U R CU STO M E RS HAS I N EV I TA B LY G ROW N OU R A DVOCAT E BAS E, F U EL L I N G EN G A G E ME N T I N
OUR ADVO CAT E M ARK E T ING P RO G RAM . I N 2 Y EA R S , M A R KET ER S AT H U N DR EDS OF FAST- G ROW I N G COMPA N I ES –
OUR HAPPY CU STO M E RS – HAVE BE CO ME A DVOCAT ES , R EWA R DI N G U S W I T H OV ER

1 6, 000+

A CTS OF ADVOCA CY.

T HIS HAS HE L P E D U S ACHIE V E A N AV ERA G E A N N UA L R EV EN U E G ROW T H RAT E OF 6 5 0 % .
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JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME
Referrals are personal. Asking for one can be a sensitive issue. However,
once you get your referral program running, the benefits are amazing.

Referrals are the lifeblood of our advocate marketing program – and our
business. As the owner of the program, Senior Marketing Manager

A direct referral lead is over 36x more valuable than a
lead generated by a cold call, 10x more valuable than a
trade show lead, and 4x more valuable than a web lead.

Truman Tang is measured primarily on the number of

84%

referrals that come through VIP. We track those
referrals closely on a daily basis. Since VIP

– KEN KROGUE, CEO OF INSIDESALES.COM

launched in 2012, we’ve received more than

OF B2B PURCHASES START

400 referrals from 20% of our advocates on a

WITH A PEER REFERRAL

consistent basis.

LINKEDIN
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42% OF OUR REVENUE COMES
FROM REFERRALS
Although customer referrals represent just a small fraction (3%)
of the overall leads generated by our marketing team, their

3%

LEADS FROM REFERRALS

24%

OPPORTUNITIES CREATED
FROM REFERRED LEADS

38%

CUSTOMERS CLOSED
FROM REFERRALS

impact on our sales pipeline and revenue is extraordinary.
Nearly one quarter of our opportunities are created from those
referred leads and 38% of our customers have come from
referrals.

Furthermore, 42% of Influitive’s monthly recurring revenue
can be sourced back to referrals. With AdvocateHub, it’s easy
for our customers to refer new business to us in VIP with just
a few clicks. Once they’ve submitted a referral, we keep them
in the loop and track their referral’s progress through the
sales process so they can get the visibility and recognition
they deserve.
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REFERRALS

THE NAKED TRUTH
WHAT WORKED
Even though AdvocateHub already makes it super easy for fans to
refer a lead and track its progress, we have some other tricks up
our sleeve that have really boosted referral generation.
For example, we hold monthly competitions between leading
referrers, offering fun badges and prizes to the winners. As a result
of one of these recent contests, we tripled our average customer
referral number in August 2014, which tends to be a slow month
for referrals.

WHAT WE LEARNED
In one experiment we ran, we tried getting really specific about
the type of referrals we were looking for - even attaching a
timeline for introductions. As a result, we received zero referrals.
It is possible to get too specific with your referral ask, especially
when there is a time constraint.
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REFERENCES

LET’S KEEP IT BETWEEN FRIENDS
References can be a powerful way to help B2B buyers feel more comfortable
when committing to a purchase.
According to SiriusDecisions, references are the FAVORITE source of information
in the early buying stage, the most INFLUENTIAL in middle stage and most
TRUSTED in the final stage.

LET’S JUST SAY REFERENCES ARE YET ANOTHER NOTCH ON OUR BELT:

97

REFERENCE CALLS

SINCE THE

LAUNCH OF VIP

CUSTOMERS CLOSE

25%

FASTER WITH AN

ADVOCATE REFERENCE

REFERENCE REQUESTS
ARE ACCEPTED
WITHIN

5 HOURS
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R E FE R E NC ES

THE BIG REVEAL
This is no old-school reference program. Rather than just ask customers to do
reference calls, we frame each request as an opportunity to connect with peers
and strengthen their professional network. We track every reference call to
measure its impact. And not just for sales opportunities. References have helped

SHOULD WE

REVEAL HOW
WE DID IT?

us land investors, executives and headlines!
What’s more, our customers sometimes even connect with prospects for
impromptu references without even being asked. Talk about support!

(OH WHY NOT! )
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RE F E R E N C ES

THE NAKED TRUTH
WHAT WORKED
Our reference requests achieve higher and faster
response rates when we clearly outline who we would
like to connect our advocates with. Including the
prospect’s picture, LinkedIn profile and reasons to
connect makes the requests more personal and shows
our advocates that we are interested in helping them
grow their professional network.

WHAT WE LEARNED
References increase the deal velocity for WON deals
(hence the 25% faster close rate), but did not have as
much of an impact on the win rate itself.

ADVOCATE REFERENCES

HELP OUR SALES
REPS CLOSE DEALS

25% FASTER
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REV I EWS

WE’RE NOT PUBLICITY-SHY
ON AVERAGE
EACH CUSTOMER
HAS POSTED

2 REVIEWS

It’s nice to be talked about positively. Reviews are
public, third-party shout-outs that tell the world how
great your company, product and team really are.
Buyers often consult reviews early in the buying
process to determine whether or not they can trust
your sales and marketing claims.

100+

REVIEWS ACROSS
INDUSTRY-LEADING
REVIEW SITES

40%
OF OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE

REVIEWED INFLUITIVE’S

AdvocateHub

We created fun opportunities to get people talking,
but what they said was 100% authentic. Our advocates
were eager to share their genuine experiences and
constructive feedback on a number of review sites.

100% OF BUYERS FOUND ONLINE SOFTWARE
REVIEWS VALUABLE
ONLINE REVIEWS EXPEDITE THE BUYING PROCESS
BY UP TO 3 MONTHS
75% OF B2B SOFTWARE BUYERS CONSULT
ONLINE BEFORE MAKING PURCHASING DECISIONS

Source: Survey of 386 B2B software buyers
conducted by Software Advice and Research Now
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R E V I E WS

OUR EMPLOYEE REVIEWS ARE TOPS, TOO!
WE’RE STILL

BLUSHING
FROM ALL THOSE

5-STAR REVIEWS

Don't spend all your time getting product reviews when promoting
your employer brand and company culture can be just as important
to the growth of your business. Career websites
like Glassdoor are important places to get reviews of your
company, executives and culture.

In fact, Glassdoor reports that 78% of employees consider information from those inside a company influential in their decision to apply
for employment.

With 21 reviews and counting, Influitive’s Glassdoor rating
is 4.9 out of 5 stars and 100% of employees approve of our
CEO. As a result, we’re ranked #1 out of 5,000 Toronto,
Canada-based companies.
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REVIEWS

THE NAKED TRUTH
WHAT WORKED

Our advocates were often willing to post more than one review
if we just asked. We gave them several options, letting them
know they could repurpose reviews they’ve already posted.
For example, in the weeks leading up to Dreamforce, we
reached out to advocates who had already reviewed us on other
websites and generated more than two dozen reviews on
AppExchange before the big conference.

WHAT WE LEARNED
Some of the review sites have more stringent requirements and
are more time consuming for our advocates. To make it worth
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their while, Truman sent them a personal request, thanked them
profusely once they’d posted the review, and also shared the
review on social media – thanking them again. The more we
recognize them for their reviews, the more likely they are to
write a lengthy review in the future.
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CONTENT CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION

THE SECRET TO CREATING GREAT
CONTENT – DISCLOSED
Content drives leads, demonstrates thought leadership, secures
partnerships and educates on a broad scale. But for all of those
reasons, keeping up with the marketplace’s insatiable appetite for
valuable content can be a challenge. Luckily, our advocates give us
an unfair advantage in the content marketing game.

58%

OF OUR EBOOK
CONTENT COMES
FROM ADVOCATES

37%

OF OUR BLOG CONTENT
IS ABOUT ADVOCATES OR
CONTRIBUTED BY THEM

HOW DID WE GET THEM TO HELP? WE JUST ASKED.
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CONTENT CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION

WE GET AROUND
Creating attractive content is important, but getting it in front of
the right people is what really drives results. Once again, our
advocates deliver. To date, our advocates have shared more than
4,000 links to a combined network of two million contacts across
all major social networks.

THE NAKED TRUTH
WHAT WORKED

We sized up our results and discovered that advocate distribution
of content outperforms email by 2X and online ads by 6X.

WHAT WE LEARNED
Our advocates are a little shy about submitting video content.
Despite a few different approaches, we haven't yet cracked the
code on motivating advocates to independently record and share
testimonials or thought leadership on camera.

THIS IS ONE OF THE WAYS WE ‘ASK’ ADVOCATES TO DISTRIBUTE OUR CONTENT
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS

UNCOVERING NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVOCACY
WE USE OUR ADVOCATE MARKETING PROGRAM IN OTHER INNOVATIVE WAYS, TOO.
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS: SOCIAL COMMENTING

ADVOCATES HAVE YOUR BACK ON SOCIAL
We’re always mobilizing our advocates to share their opinions on social media,
website comments and forums.Take for instance this Quora thread, which was
littered with companies promoting their own refer-a-friend solutions. Instead of
weighing in ourselves, we asked our advocates to share their genuine
experiences with the original poster. It only took a few hours before Influitive
dominated the conversation – and we didn’t have to say a word. The bottom line:
Advocates have your back on the social web.

BEFORE

AFTER
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS: FEEDBACK

HOW DO I LOOK?
It’s always good to get a second opinion. When we have
important decisions to make, we don’t hesitate to ask our
advocates for their thoughts.
In one example, we asked for product feedback on names
for potential pricing plans. Within 18 hours, seven
customers responded with their feedback and helped
guide our product naming strategy.
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IN N OVAT I VE I DEAS: EVEN TS

OUR ADVOCATES DON’T SUFFER
FROM STAGE FRIGHT
There’s no better way to influence an audience than to have happy
customers singing your praises at an event. So we go out of our way
to get our advocates on stage or in the audience.
Howard Tarnoff, SVP of Customer Success at Ceridian, is
a powerful speaker with a great story to tell, so we
invite him to speak at as many HR industry events as
possible. It spreads the word about Influitive, but it
also allows Howard to keep his industry peers informed
about the innovative work he and his team
are doing.
When we don’t own the stage, we try to own the
audience. So when advocate extraordinaire Erika
Schonberg, from XCM Software, shared positive
words at a recent event, we not only thanked her in
person, but also made sure she earned prime status
in VIP.
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I N N OVAT I V E I D E AS : RE C RU I T M EN T

THE MORE THE MERRIER
The war for top talent in the tech industry is fierce. The
best candidates have options; like buyers, they rely on
third-party sources to verify that what you’re saying
about your company is true.
When hiring our current VP of Sales, our top candidate had multiple
offers from other impressive companies. Emmanuelle wasn’t 100% sure
about this whole advocate marketing thing – it’s a new category that is
less established than other more traditional industries.

There was nothing we could say or do to convince her, so we asked a
few of our executive level advocates to reach out to her. Within 12
hours, four of our top advocates had contacted Emmanuelle to help us
“sell” Influitive and advocate marketing. She was convinced and agreed
to join our team.
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AND NOW, A FINAL
LOOK AT OUR TATS
STATS, WE MEANT STATS.

And this is just
the beginning…
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VISIT
INFLUITIVE.COM
TO LEARN MORE

CARE TO SEE

MORE

HOW ARE YOUR ADVOCATES
HELPING YOUR COMPANY GROW?

INFLUITIVE?

We wouldn’t have an advocate marketing
success story to tell without Influitive’s powerful
advocate marketing software. AdvocateHub is a
complete advocate management platform that
helps B2B marketers – including ours - capture
customer enthusiasm, and use it to turbocharge
marketing and sales efforts.
With AdvocateHub, B2B marketers build
advocate communities where customers, fans
and evangelists can complete all of these
high-impact activities – and more.
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